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abstract
A simplified geometric model with lower dimensionality, such as a mid-surface model, is often preferred
over a detailed solid model for the analysis process, if the analysis results are not seriously impacted. In
order to derive a mid-surface model from a thin-walled solid model, in this paper, we propose a novel
approach called the solid deflation method. In this method, a solid model is assumed to be created by
using air to inflate a shell that comprises the surface of the solid model. First, the model is simplified
by the removal of any detailed features whose absence would not alter its overall shape. Next, the solid
model itself can be converted into a degenerate solid model with zero thickness. Finally, a surface model is
generated by splitting large faces paired in the thinned solid model, selecting one face per pair for creating
a sheet model, and sewing the selected faces. Using this method, a more practical and usable mid-surface
model can be very efficiently generated from a solid model because it can circumvent not only the tedious
trimming and extension processes of the medial axis transformation method but also the time-consuming
patch joining process of the mid-surface abstraction approach.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, three-dimensional (3D) CAD systems have become
widely used for product design. Simultaneously, engineering
analyses have been conducted as an integral part of product design
for purposes that include the evaluation of a material or physical
properties, the determination of manufacturing feasibility, and
the assessment of suitability as part of a product. Finite element
analysis (FEA) is one of the most popular engineering analysis
methods; this method requires a finite element mesh as a
geometric input. This mesh can be generated directly from the
solid model for a part designed in a 3D CAD system. However,
such a detailed solid model is often too complex to analyze
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efficiently, and excessive computation time is required. Therefore,
an appropriate idealization process, including detail removal and
dimension reduction, is indispensable for FEA mesh models [1].
As shown in Fig. 1, mid-surface models of thin-walled parts
are widely used for simulating the injection molding process for
plastic parts or car crash tests for an auto-body comprising sheet
metal and plastic parts. The mid-surface model is derived from
a solid model of the part through the idealization process. As
shown in Fig. 2, this process comprises two stages: detail removal
and dimension reduction. In the detail removal stage, the features
that do not significantly affect the analysis results are extracted
and removed. In the dimension reduction stage, the solid model
is converted to a mid-surface model. This process requires a
precise geometrical analysis of the solid model and is not easily
generalized to handle the variable geometry of different models.
In fact, it involves tedious manual work. Therefore, the automation
of this idealization process has been a major challenge in this field.
A variety of mid-surface transformation methods have been
proposed thus far. Medial axis transformation (MAT) and midsurface abstraction are two representative approaches among
these. These two methods are shown in Fig. 3. In the MAT method,
a medial surface is described by the locus of the center of a
maximal inscribed sphere moving within a solid model. Although
this algorithm can be applied for any complicated solid model,
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Fig. 1. Conversion of a solid model into a mid-surface model for engineering analysis: (a) a solid model, (b) a mid-surface model, and (c) a mesh model generated on the
mid-surface model.

would not affect the analysis accuracy or alter the topological
relationships in the solid model during the deflation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
surveys the related work. Section 3 briefly describes the main
concept and overall process of our approach. Sections 4–6 describe
the detailed algorithms of our method, which comprises solid
simplification, deflation, and transformation into a mid-surface
model. Section 7 describes the variations in the algorithms for
practical and efficient implementation. Section 8 presents a case
study. Section 9 presents some conclusions and suggestions for
future work.
2. Related work

Fig. 2. Transformation process from CAD to CAE models [1].

The mid-surface model is derived from a thin-walled solid
model through an idealization process that consists of two
stages: detailed feature removal and mid-surface transformation.
The previous work on these stages is surveyed in this section.
In addition, we also survey the literature on the methods for
converting a sheet model into a thin-walled solid model because
the proposed solid deflation method is closely related to these
methods although these methods are the reverse of the proposed
method.
2.1. Detailed feature removal

Fig. 3. Medial surfaces created by MAT and the mid-surface abstraction method [2].

tiny branches that are not useful for analysis are created, and
its resultant surfaces are smaller than the outer faces of the
original model. Therefore, the additional processes of trimming
and extending the resultant surface must be performed to obtain
a practically useful CAE model. In contrast, the mid-surface
abstraction method provides a more practical and usable output
than the MAT approach. However, this method is not sufficiently
robust for some complicated cases, and it is very difficult to
generalize the patch-joining algorithm because of the numerous
special cases.
In order to solve these problems, in this paper, we propose a
novel mid-surface generation approach called the solid deflation
method. In this method, a solid model is assumed to be created
by using air to inflate the shell enclosing a solid model. Thus, the
solid model itself can be converted into a zero-thickness model
by deflating the shell. A mid-surface model is extracted from the
deflated solid model. Before mid-surface generation, the model is
simplified by the removal of any detailed features whose absence

In order to ignore or suppress small geometric details in a
2D or 3D model, various detail removal techniques have been
suggested. Gregory et al. [3] introduced expert systems to extract
form features from CAD models and then selectively suppress
the ignorable features for the generation of analysis models. Lee
et al. [4] introduced Fourier transformations for the suppression
of geometric details. Sheffer [5] reported that clustering methods
are suitable for the simplification of CAD models in the preparation
for meshing. Li et al. [6] developed a new metric system based on
filleting to rate the level of detail (LOD) of boundary entities and
then used this method for decomposing a solid model into detail
features. Bianconi et al. [7] suggested feature recognition methods
for the small features that are required for using LOD by perceiving
feature patterns. Zhu et al. [8] suggested an algorithm to identify
and remove fillets or rounds in order to simplify the target model.
Koo et al. [9] proposed a ‘‘smooth-out’’ method that identifies
small features that are negligible in the analysis and removes them
from the part model. Chong et al. [10] suggested a simplification
method based on solid decomposition and reduction. Lee et al. [11]
proposed a small feature suppression or unsuppression system
for preparing B-rep models for analysis. By using this system,
analysts can generate analysis models with different LODs without
having to repeat the simplification process from the original
CAD geometry. Lee [12] introduced a multi-resolution modeling
technique to provide simplified solid models at various levels of
detail using the concept of effective feature volume and a nonmanifold topological framework. Commercial geometric modeling
kernels, such as Parasolid and ACIS, also provide the functionality
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Fig. 4. Medial axis transformation for a solid model.

to identify and remove geometric details from a solid body.
Parasolid [13] provides various API routines for identifying specific
details in a body and deleting them. The detail identification
functions return each detail shape as a face set, and then the
face sets are removed from the body using the face-set deletion
function. The detail shapes are currently limited to cylindrical holes
and blends. ACIS [14] also provides a detail suppression function
called the ‘‘Defeaturing Component’’. This function recognizes
and/or removes detail features from a solid model. The supported
features include holes, chamfers, and blends. Both Parasolid and
ACIS commonly adopt a feature recognition approach to identify
geometric details in a solid model.
2.2. Transformation of a solid model into a mid-surface model
A variety of methods have been developed for generating a
mid-surface model from a solid model. The well-known methods
include MAT and mid-surface abstraction.
The medial axis concept, first proposed by Blum [15,16], has
been applied in geometry transformation, and it is widely used
for the creation of mesh models for analysis. MAT has the unique
property of preserving the geometry information through the
transformation process. It creates medial surfaces using a maximal
inscribed sphere moving within a 3D solid model. When the locus
of the center of the sphere is found, it is used for describing
the medial surface of the model, as shown in Fig. 4. MAT can
be adjusted to any type of model even if the target model has a
complicated geometry.
Because of these excellent properties, this approach is a fine
solution for generating mesh models for analysis [17–20] and can
be applied to the decomposition of a solid model [21,22]. However,
it requires the additional processes of extending or trimming the
medial surfaces because the process creates tiny branches (shown
in Fig. 4) that are not useful for the analysis and its resultant
surfaces are smaller than the outer faces of the target model.
Mid-surface abstraction was suggested by Rezayat [2] as
another method to create an analysis-friendly abstracted model
from a part model. This method uses a ray cast from an
arbitrary face along the direction of thickness to identify a face
pair. An adjacency graph is drawn by the iteration of this pair
detection. Mid-surfaces are generated by 2D Boolean operations
and geometric interpolation from the pairs, and these surfaces
are sewn according to the adjacency graph. This concept was
recently applied to feature identification by Lockett et al. [23] and
to the development of a mid-surface model by Lee et al. [24] in a

similar fashion. In addition, this method has been implemented in
a few commercial geometric modeling kernels such as Parasolid.
In Parasolid, the mid-surface generation functionality is realized
in two stages: the creation of neutral sheets and the trimming
of the resulting sheet bodies [12]. The method has the advantage
of being a practical and fast solution to the development of
a dimensionally reduced model. However, it has a weakness
in dealing with complicated models. Mid-surface abstraction
forces additional processing to extend the created mid-surfaces
because each surface is independently created from the outer face.
However, fewer additional operations may be required than those
in the case of MAT.
2.3. Transformation of a sheet model into a solid model
Lee et al. [25] suggested a method for converting a sheet model
into a solid model for the efficient solid modeling of thin-walled
plastic or sheet metal parts. This approach is the opposite of the
dimension reduction of a solid model. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
this method uses predefined topological operations to create a
2D model using pairs of faces, zero-length loops, and zero-length
edges, and then converts this 2D model into a 3D model without
changing the shape or topological information of the model. The
zero-length loops and zero-length edges adjacent to the face pairs
are transformed into the thickness faces of a solid model. This
method shows great potential for degenerate solid models in the
representation of thin-walled parts. However, because this method
adopts solid boundary representation, it is difficult to represent
the exact adjacency relations between topological entities in a
sheet model and to describe the mixture of wireframe and sheet
objects that appear in the intermediate steps of sheet-modeling
operations.
In order to overcome these problems, Lee et al. [26] introduced
a non-manifold boundary representation as a topological framework and proposed a sheet-thickening algorithm by presenting
variations to a general non-manifold offset algorithm that is based
on the mathematical definition of offsets. In addition, in order to
facilitate sheet-modeling operations, they provided a set of generalized Euler operators for non-manifold models, as well as sheetmodeling capabilities, including adding, bending, and punching
functions with two-dimensional curve editors.
3. Solid deflation approach
In this paper, we propose a novel method for generation of
a mid-surface model called the solid deflation approach. In this
method, it is assumed that a solid model can be made by using air to
inflate the shell that comprises the surface of a solid model while
its thickness increases from zero; this is similar to the approach
shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the solid model can be converted
into a deflated zero-thickness model with the air pumped out
and vice versa. Then, a mid-surface model is extracted from the

Fig. 5. Transforming a sheet model with solid topology into a thin-walled solid model by face geometry replacement [25].
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Fig. 6. Solid deflation approach for generation of a mid-surface model.

deflated solid model by selecting the faces on one side of the solid
model. This approach is the reverse of the sheet-thickening method
proposed by Lee et al. [25]. Note that the connectivity between
the topological entities of the solid model is preserved during the
deflation process. In contrast to both the MAT and the mid-surface
abstraction methods, this approach does not require additional
processes, such as trimming or the extension of the mid-surfaces,
because of the constant topology.
As shown in Fig. 6, the mid-surface generation process based on
the solid deflation approach comprises the following three main
steps.
(Step 1.) Solid simplification: A CAD design model contains several
detailed features such as rounds, holes, bosses, and snap shots for
structural support or assembly functions. Such detailed features
are detected and suppressed for a more efficient analysis, as
well as for successful solid deflation, in which no change in the
topological relationships is guaranteed. The suppression of the
detailed features is first performed automatically by the system
using feature tree information.
(Step 2.) Solid deflation: The simplified solid model is shrunk to
a degenerate solid model of zero thickness. As shown in Fig. 6,
this step includes two minor steps: face pair detection and face
geometry replacement. First, face pairs are found to determine
the faces to be changed. Then, for each face pair, a new medial
surface is created and the surfaces of the two faces are replaced
with this surface. This process is essentially the opposite of the
sheet-thickening process, in which the face pairs are transferred
and changed from a sheet model to a solid model [25].
(Step 3.) Mid-surface extraction: When Step 2 is completed, the
deflated model has zero thickness, with the same topology as the
simplified model before deflation. Then, only the faces contributing
to the mid-surface model are extracted and sent to an FEA package,
where meshes are generated. If necessary, they are sewn into a
single sheet model.
The following sections describe the three main steps of our
method in greater detail.
4. Solid simplification
In this step, detailed subsidiary features, such as rounds,
holes, bosses, and snap shots, are detected and suppressed
for the purpose of more efficient analysis and successful solid
deflation, in which the topological relationships are not changed.
In this paper, the detailed subsidiary features to be removed are
called ‘‘small features’’ hereafter. Small features can be found by
two methods. One uses the feature information of the model
created by the feature-based CAD system, and the other uses the
geometrical and topological information of the B-rep solid model
for feature recognition. Although the latter feature recognition
method can be applied to any model regardless of the availability
of feature information, its limitations in relation to supported
feature types and domain dependency have been reported in the
literature [27]. Currently, most CAD systems provide feature-based

Fig. 7. Removing fillets on a solid model using feature information: (a) a detailed
solid model and (b) a simplified solid model after the suppression of small features.

modeling capabilities, and product design is conducted using these
capabilities. Thus, the former method using feature information
is advantageous in the retrieval and removal of features although
it cannot detect details that have not been created directly by
feature-modeling functions.
The simplification process consists of three minor steps:
retrieving the features and checking the significance of each
feature, isolating the children features from the tree, and then
deleting the features. In the first step, the significance of a
feature is determined on the basis of certain design parameters
such as its radius, thickness, and volume. Next, the dependency
relationship of each feature, such as a ‘‘parent/child’’ relationship,
is checked and destroyed for successful feature deletion. Finally,
the small features detected in the first step are eliminated. After
all the unnecessary small features are removed, the simplification
process is considered complete. Fig. 7 illustrates the result of the
solid simplification in which small fillet features were selectively
removed from a car part model.
5. Solid deflation
After obtaining a simplified model from a detailed solid model
by the process explained above, the solid deflation process is
executed by shrinking a thin solid model to a degenerate solid
model that looks like a sheet model. The process of solid deflation
comprises the following two minor stages.
(Step 1.) Face pair detection: This step involves finding and detecting
face pairs that can be referenced to deflate a solid model later. Here,
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Fig. 9. Conditions to detect face pairs.

5.1. Face pair detection
The tweaking function used for solid deflation requires several
input parameters, namely, the object face and its new geometry.
These parameters can be gathered from the face pairs. The
maximum allowances for the thickness (tmax ) and draft angle
(θmax ) of the part model are required as user inputs to determine
the pair. The face pair detection module narrows down the pair
candidates under the three pair conditions—parallel, distance, and
overlap [28].

a

b
Fig. 8. Comparison of normal directions: (a) exact parallel pairs of planar,
cylindrical, spherical, conic, and toroidal surfaces, and (b) draft angle pairs of planar
and conic surfaces.

5.1.1. Parallel check
In this algorithm, the relation between two faces is checked in
order to determine whether they are parallel. In this paper, the
parallelism of two faces includes those that are exactly parallel,
called an ‘‘exact parallel pair’’ (Condition 1), and those that are
close to parallel, where two faces face each other at a small angle
(Condition 2), called a ‘‘draft angle pair’’. The draft angle pairs need
to be detected because a draft angle is given to the ribs and bosses
of plastic injection molded parts for extraction from the mold. In
order to check this parallel criterion, a dot product is calculated
with the normals of two faces, as given by Eq. (1).

• Exactly parallel: In the case of normal extrusion faces, the
directions of the normal vectors (Ni , Nj ) of two faces (Fi , Fj )
should be opposite; that is, they should be parallel, as shown
in Fig. 8(a).
Ni • Nj = −1.

(1)

two faces are compared and checked and are considered to be a
face pair if they pass some test steps. Once all of the face pairs are
detected, the tangentially connected face pairs are searched and
grouped together. This information is useful for replacing the face
geometry in the next step.

• Draft angle: In the case of draft faces, the angle between two

(Step 2.) Face geometry replacement: In order to deflate a solid
model, we use a specific function called tweaking, which replaces
the surface of a face with another surface without changing the
topological data of the model. A mid-surface for each face is
required for the tweaking operation and is usually created by
offsetting a face of a pair. In fact, in our system, the tweaking is
applied not only to a single face but also to a set of tangentially
connected faces to guarantee the constancy of the topological data.
After the tweaking operation is applied to all of the face pairs, a
solid model is changed to a degenerate solid model, which then
becomes similar to a sheet model.
All processes of this work consider planar, quadratic, and
toroidal surfaces. The inclusion of freeform surfaces remains a
future work. The succeeding subsections describe the two steps of
the above deflation process in more detail.

All of the faces in a part model are examined, and only the
faces that satisfy the parallel condition are selected as candidates
for pairs. Fig. 9(a) shows faces that cannot constitute a face pair
because they are neither parallel nor close to parallel.

faces is smaller than the doubled maximum draft angle, as
shown in Fig. 8(b).
2π − Angle(Ni , Nj ) < 2θmax .

(2)

5.1.2. Distance check
In order to form a face pair, the distance (d) between two faces
should be smaller than the maximal thickness (tmax ) specified by
the user.
d < tmax .

(3)

After checking the parallelism of two faces, the distance
between the pair candidate faces is calculated to check whether
these faces satisfy this condition. When examining the distance
between two faces, the distance has to be measured along the
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Fig. 10. Ambiguity in mid-surface selection.

Fig. 11. Mid-surface generation for a face pair: (a) a mid-surface for an exact
parallel pair and (b) a mid-surface for a draft angle pair.

normal direction of a face. For this purpose, a point of a face is
projected onto the unbounded support surface of another face. If
two parallel faces are located far away from each other, as shown
in Fig. 9(b), they are eliminated from the face pair list.
5.1.3. Overlap test
If a face has several parallel faces within the maximal thickness,
as shown in Fig. 9(c), the overlap test is executed by the projection
of one face onto the other in order to determine a pair. If the
projected face is overlapped by the other face in a certain area, as
given by Eq. (4), the two faces are determined to be overlapping.
Area(Fi ) ∩ Area(Project Fj on Fi ) 6= Ø.

(4)

In this step, we can determine whether a pair candidate is
a ‘‘face-to-face pair’’ or ‘‘back-to-back pair’’ by calculating the
projection direction. Normally, a ‘‘back-to-back pair’’, such as the
pairs shown in Fig. 8(a), can be decided by projecting one face onto
the other in the direction of the reversed normal. However, when
the direction for projection is decided as the normal of the face, we
can mark these pairs as ‘‘face-to-face’’ and remove them from the
pair list.
If the two compared faces satisfy all the three steps described
above, they are deemed to be a pair and are stored in the pair list.
Once all the face pairs are detected, the tangentially connected face
pairs are searched and grouped together. This information is used
for replacing the face geometry in the next step. During the process
of collecting face pairs, the program also retrieves non-pair faces or
useless faces for deflation. These are changed into zero-thickness
elements or are diminished.
5.2. Face geometry replacement
A solid model is now ready for shrinkage to a ‘‘zero-thickness
solid model’’. The basic concept of deflation is based on the
assumption that a solid is an inflatable 3D object. The geometry
of a solid model is obviously changed after deflating the solid
model as compared to its geometry before the deflation. However,
the solid model has a static topology regardless of whether its
shape is varied. For deflation, the large and dominant faces that
compose and define the geometry of a solid model have to be
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determined so that their properties can be retained even after the
deflation operation. In this manner, the other small faces, such as
thickness faces, are diminished or eliminated from the solid model.
Meanwhile, the dominant face is preserved so that it can be a target
face whose geometry is to be replaced by the mid-surface.
For the face geometry replacement, a mid-surface is generated
from one face of a pair. The geometry of the target face is replaced
by the mid-surface, and then the region where the replacement
occurs is partially deflated. This process is repeated until all of the
face pairs are replaced by their mid-surfaces.
Furthermore, there may be a case in which a face has multiple
mate faces but the distances of these mate faces are different
from each other, as shown in Fig. 10. In such a case, there may
be several alternatives to determine the mid-surface, as we do
not follow the mathematical definition of the MAT. Fortunately,
this case is rare because the design guide strongly recommends
keeping the thickness constant for injection molded parts in order
to avoid manufacturing problems. Therefore, in this paper, we do
not consider this case, which remains a future work. Currently,
the user may intervene in the process and deal with this case
manually. That is, if necessary, the user can modify such a differentthickness region, giving it a uniform thickness and then conduct
the mid-surface transformation in the same way as in the constantthickness case. Then, if the exact thickness value is required for
engineering analysis, the user assigns the original thickness value
to the modified region in the mid-surface model.
5.2.1. Mid-surface generation
In order to generate the mid-surface, we must create an
equidistant surface from the two surfaces of a face pair or offset
one of the surfaces of a face pair in the direction of the median of
the solid model.
If the two faces are positioned exactly parallel, where
Eq. (1) is satisfied, the mid-surface is generated by simply offsetting the object face. As shown in Fig. 11(a), the mid-surface can be
generated by offsetting a face by half the distance between the two
faces. The direction will be toward the inside.
In the case of a draft pair satisfying Eq. (2), the mid-surface
generation process will become a little complicated, as shown in
Fig. 11(b), because the face cannot be offset directly.
5.2.2. Surface replacement
Once all of the mid-surfaces are generated from the face pairs,
the geometry of each face in the pairs is replaced by its mid-surface.
When a face on a model is connected with C 1 -continuity to any
adjacent face, all tangentially connected faces are processed at the
same time because the geometry of the edges and vertices shared
by the smoothly connected faces cannot be determined and the
geometry of the face cannot be separately replaced by another
surface. This surface replacement function is usually called the
tweaking function, and it is provided by the APIs of commercial
CAD systems. The tweaking operation preserves the topological
information of a solid model as it is executed. Whenever the
tweaking operation is applied, the region where tweaking occurs
is partially deflated. After the surfaces of all the pair faces are
replaced with their mid-surfaces, the solid model is changed to a
degenerate solid model with the same topology, which looks like a
sheet model.
6. Mid-surface extraction
After the deflation process is completed, a mid-surface model
is automatically extracted from the degenerate solid model by the
system. The process to generate a mid-surface model consists of
four minor stages: splitting, selecting, purging, and sewing of the
faces. These stages are illustrated in Fig. 12 and described in the
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Fig. 12. Mid-surface extraction: (a) a degenerate solid model, (b) splitting faces with the boundaries of their mated faces, (c) selecting the faces to constitute a mid-surface
model, (d) purging the model of unnecessary faces, and (e) sewing the remaining faces.

following subsections in greater detail. The simple T-shape model
shown in Fig. 12(a) has two regions: an infinite region R0 outside
the part and a finite region R1 inside the part. Although the model
is drawn as if it had a volume, it is a degenerate solid model with
zero thickness, and hence, the geometries of the paired faces are
coincident. In particular, the three faces in Fig. 12(d) are joined
at an edge although they are drawn separately. They look like the
faces in Fig. 12(e).
In this work, we have adopted the non-manifold topological representation proposed by Lee and Lee [29] and the generalized Euler operators for non-manifold models proposed by
Lee [30]. We have also introduced merged set and non-manifold
Boolean operations based on the ‘‘merge’’ and ‘‘select’’ algorithms
[31,32].
6.1. Splitting the paired faces
If the areas of the two faces in a pair are not coincident, the faces
are split repeatedly until each overlapped and disjointed area is
represented by a single face. In Fig. 12(a), initially, there are three
face pairs: (F2 , F1 ), (F1 , F3 ), and (F4 , F5 ). After splitting the faces,
the face pairs become (F2 , F1–1 ), (F1–2 , F3 ), and (F4 , F5 ), as shown
in Fig. 12(b).
6.2. Selection of faces to constitute a mid-surface model
Only the faces that contribute to the mid-surface model are
selected and extracted as a new surface model. The face pair
information of the model is still available; therefore, one face of
a pair can be selected. The selected faces and their boundary edges
and vertices are marked as ‘‘alive’’ while the other faces, edges, and
vertices are marked as ‘‘dead’’. This marking information is used in
the next step. For the example model, three faces, F2 , F1–2 , and F4 ,
are selected, as shown in Fig. 12(c), if it is assumed that the first
face is chosen for each pair.
6.3. Purging the model of unnecessary faces
The model is purged of unnecessary faces in this step. The
purging algorithm can be described using the non-manifold Euler
operators, as shown in Fig. 13.
If this algorithm is applied to the example model in Fig. 12, the
result will be the model shown in Fig. 12(d). Although the faces
are separated, all of them are contained in a single non-manifold
model.
A surface model containing a group of faces can be sent to an
FEA package, which can generate the mesh for structural analysis
or molding process simulation. In many cases, FEA packages are
able to create shell meshes from a collection of mid-surfaces that
do not have topological connectivity. If necessary, one more step is
executed to sew the faces into a single sheet model.

Fig. 13. Algorithm to purge the model of unnecessary face in order to extract a
surface model from a solid model.

D.-P. Sheen et al. / Computer-Aided Design 42 (2010) 720–730
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Fig. 14. Offset mid-surface generation: (a) a mid-surface for a face pair, (b) two offset mid-surfaces for a face pair in the front view, and (c) two offset mid-surfaces in the
isometric view.

6.4. Sewing the remaining faces
All of the faces are connected to construct a single sheet model.
The simplest way to implement this topological connectivity is to
use the glue operation on non-manifold models. Since there is no
intersection process, this is more robust and faster than Boolean
operations.
(Step 1.) Extract faces: In order to apply the glue operation, each face
is represented by a single sheet model. A sheet model is created for
each face in the model obtained in Section 6.2.
(Step 2.) Unite sheets: One model is selected from all of the sheet
models extracted in Step 1. Then, the other sheet models are
merged into the selected sheet model using the non-manifold
glue operation. As shown in Fig. 12(e), the resulting body is a
single sheet model for the mid-surface whose faces are connected
together topologically.
7. Variations in algorithms
The solid-to-sheet transformation algorithm was developed
theoretically, and hence, it needs to be modified for easier
implementation and more robust and faster system performance.
This section discusses some variations in the algorithms for solid
deflation and mid-surface generation.
7.1. Deflation to a near-zero-thickness solid model
Theoretically, the solid model should be converted to a
degenerate solid model with zero thickness. The non-manifold
modeler developed by us can manage a degenerate solid model.
However, current commercial CAD systems often fail to manage
edges of zero length or faces of zero area. Fortunately, they usually
allow the user to change the tolerances for the same real numbers.
In addition, if the clearance is within the adjustable tolerance, a
group of surface models can be processed by analysis package tools
such as HyperMesh. Therefore, we have adopted a more practical
strategy where the solid model is shrunk to a very thin solid model,
and then, the faces on one side of the solid model are extracted. If
necessary, they are sewn into a single sheet model by appropriately
changing the tolerances.
To adopt the near-zero-thickness concept, a few sections of the
mid-surface transformation algorithm need to be changed. These
sections are discussed in Sections 5.2, 6.1 and 6.3. The following
subsections describe the modification of these sections.
7.1.1. Modification of mid-surface generation method for a face pair
In the algorithm for zero-thickness deflation, the mid-surface
is positioned exactly at the center of two faces, as described in

Fig. 15. Creating mid-surface and offset surfaces: (a) a rib in the side view, (b) a
rounded shape in the top view.

Section 5.2. However, in the algorithm for near-zero-thickness
deflation, the mid-surface is offset from the exact mid-surface by
half of the clearance.
Let us illustrate this offset mid-surface with a simple example
using a thin block, as shown in Fig. 14. The mid-plane between a
pair of faces is defined first as a reference, as shown in Fig. 14(a).
Then, it is offset along both directions of its normal vectors with
half of the objective thickness (t). The offset surfaces S1 and S2 are
shown in Fig. 14(b). Fig. 15 shows the offset mid-surfaces for a rib
and a rounded shape.
7.1.2. Modification for splitting faces of deflated solid model
In Section 6.1, if the areas of the two faces in a pair are not
coincident, the faces are split repeatedly until each overlapping
and disjointed area is represented by a single face. In the original
algorithm, the pair faces share a common surface. However, in
the modified algorithm, they are separated by a small thickness.
Therefore, in order to trim the faces, one face is projected to the
other face, and then, its projected boundary is inscribed onto the
other face and vice versa.
7.1.3. Sewing faces for a single sheet model
In Section 6.3, all of the faces extracted from the deflated solid
model were joined together to construct a single sheet model.
However, because a face may be separated from the adjacent
face by a small thickness (t), they cannot be joined together.
Therefore, it is necessary to change the system’s tolerance to a
value larger than t. Fortunately, in many cases, FEA packages do
not require high precision in geometric models. Therefore, a midsurface model with clearances between the faces can be used for
analysis, regardless of whether the faces in the mid-surface model
are connected topologically or not.
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8. Case study

Fig. 16. A cover part, which is typically a plastic injection molded part.

7.2. Practical mid-surface extraction
Before extracting the faces from the deflated solid model to
constitute the mid-surface model, each of the faces that is different
from its paired face is split, as described in Section 6.1. However,
this is a time-consuming and error-prone process. In many cases,
plastic parts are used as the cover of a product, in which all the
functional features, such as ribs and bosses, are placed on the
inner wall to leave the outer surface smooth, as shown in Fig. 16.
Therefore, if we utilize these characteristics, we can reduce a great
deal of computation time.
The user specifies the parting line to be used as the borderline
between the inner and the outer walls. The splitting process is
carried out for one side. In the face selection stage described in
Section 6.2, only the faces of the inner wall become the candidates.
Therefore, in a face pair, if a face is placed on the inner wall and
the other face is on the outer wall, the inner-wall face is selected
automatically. If a face pair contains only the inner-wall faces, then
the splitting operation is applied. For the example model in Fig. 16,
F4 , F5 , F8 , and F11 are selected automatically, and F6 and F9 are
selected if the face pairs are (F1 , F12 ), (F2 , F11 ), (F2 , F8 ), (F2 , F5 ), (F3 ,
F4 ), (F6 , F7 ), and (F9 , F10 ). F2 is not split in this algorithm even though
it was split into three parts in the original algorithm. Therefore,
this algorithm can significantly reduce the time-consuming split
operations.

We selected CATIA V5 as the implementation platform for our
research because it is one of the most widely used CAD systems
in various industries, especially in the automotive industry,
and because its data structure is a non-manifold topological
representation called SGC, which was proposed by Rossignac
and O’Conner [33]. Our algorithms were implemented under the
CATIA V5 CAA environment using Microsoft Visual C++ 6 because
CAA allows wide accessibility to the topological and geometric
information of the model, as well as the feature information [34].
A simple feature, shown in Fig. 17, is selected to compare the
mid-surface creation module provided in current commercial CAD
software packages of UGS NX and Solidworks. The exemplified
solid model shown in Fig. 17(a) was introduced by Woo et al. [35]
as an example of improper results of a mid-surface operation
in UGS NX, a currently used CAD solution. The operation of the
mid-surface function provided in UGS NX, illustrated in Fig. 17(c),
creates its mid-surface model with an incorrect large surface on
a wall, and the result has the lowest surface of the face pair at
the bottom instead of the mid-surface. Similarly, the mid-surface
module in Solidworks, shown in Fig. 17(d), creates the surface
model with the lowest surface of the bottom pair even though the
overall result is considerably more compatible than that of UGS
NX. In addition, the surface model created in Solidworks has the
problem of small gaps, not filled with the surface, in a corner;
this was a weakness in [35]. In contrast, the proposed method
generates the ideal mid-surface model, as shown in Fig. 17(b),
without any erroneous faces or gaps.
Two thin-walled plastic parts used in the automotive or
electronics industries were modeled in CATIA V5 and then
converted into mid-surface models using our system. Fig. 18(a),
(b), and (c) show the original solid model for a cover part with
ribs, its simplified model, and its mid-surface model, respectively.
All of the small rounds or fillets were suppressed in the simplified
model, as shown in Fig. 18(b). Fig. 19(a), (b), and (c) also show the
same sequence of mid-surface generation steps. Since some of the
small features were not deleted because of the feature dependency
relationship and some other reasons, the user intervened in the
process and worked with the model manually.

Fig. 17. Mid-surface operation results: (a) an input solid model, (b) the result obtained by using the proposed method, (c) the result in UGS NX, and (d) the result in
Solidworks.
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Fig. 18. Mid-surface generation process for a cover part with ribs: (a) the original
solid model, (b) a simplified model, and (c) a mid-surface model.

9. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach called the
solid deflation method to convert a solid model into a mid-surface
model. In this method, a solid model is assumed to be a balloon
filled with air. Therefore, the solid model itself can be converted
into a zero-thickness model by removing the air to deflate the
balloon. In fact, in the algorithms, the detailed model is first
simplified and then shrunk into a very thin solid model; finally, one
side of the solid model is selected to extract a mid-surface model.
By introducing this method, a more practical and usable midsurface model can be generated from a solid model very efficiently
and robustly because this method can circumvent not only the
tedious trimming and extension processes of the MAT method but
also the time-consuming patch joining process of the mid-surface
abstraction approach.
However, the algorithms presented in this paper are currently
applicable only to limited types of models, i.e., simple models comprising planar and quadratic surfaces with feature information. In
future work, the surface types that can be dealt with should be expanded to enlarge the proposed method’s capability for deflating a
solid model.
In addition, there are a couple of limitations of the solid
simplification process. Since the module uses information from
the feature tree, the part model must contain the feature tree.

Fig. 19. Mid-surface generation process for a part of an automotive plastic part: (a)
an original solid model, (b) a simplified model, and (c) a mid-surface model.

Moreover, the feature types are different with different CAD
systems, and compound features can be defined in different ways
by users. Therefore, additional methods, such as the recognition
of the geometric patterns of small features or the use of B-rep
information, should be considered in addition to the feature type
to determine the features to be removed. These additional methods
may make our approach more robust and independent of feature
information.
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